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Abstract
An image processor is discussed that combines many types of image enhancement onto a single
compact electronics card. The current enhancements include bad pixel compensation, focal plane
array non-uniformity correction, several stages of contrast enhancement, feature sharpening,
superresolution, and image motion stabilization. Though there are certainly better algorithms for
particular applications, this mixture of algorithms reliably enables the system to substantially
improve image quality for a large variety of sensors, platforms, and imaging geometries. The card
design hosted an FPGA and microprocessor facilitated rapid development by allowing many
complicated algorithm elements to be quickly coded in C, with the FPGA providing horsepower
for simpler but more computationally intensive elements. Examples show the quality
improvement gained by compensating for image degradations including camera motion,
atmospheric turbulence induced blur, focal plane imperfections, camera pixel density, and noise.

1.

Introduction

Surveillance imagery commonly suffers from a mix of image degradations including image blur and instability
caused by camera pointing motion and atmospheric turbulence, noise effects including photon shot noise, Johnson
noise, dark current, faulty pixels, and focal plane non-uniformity, and finally camera pixelization. Image processing
methods for mitigating these effects to improve single frame and video image quality are of high value for many
applications and has been a prominent subject of research and development [1-24]. This paper focuses on a recently
developed hardware system that Boeing has developed called SRTIE (Superresolution Real Time Image
Enhancement). SRTIE was developed as an intermediate step toward a real-time Multi-Frame Blind Deconvolution
processing system but has been shown to provide strong image quality improvements for a large variety of cameras,
platforms, collection geometries, and degradation environments. It has been implemented on a compact electronics
board and provides several layers of enhancement:
¾ Superresolution (pixelization compensation),
¾ SNR boost,
¾ Image stabilization,
¾ Blur compensation and image sharpening,
¾ Automatic contract enhancement.
This paper is organized as follows. A description of the algorithm is given in Section 2. Section 3 overviews the
capabilities of the current hardware prototype. Section 4 provides examples of the application of SRTIE to several
video sources. Section 5 concludes with a brief summary of the main points of the paper.
2.

SRTIE Algorithm

There are two versions of SRTIE, a software version coded in MatLab and a real time hardware implementation.
The MatLab version is more flexible and has a number of features not implemented in the hardware system.
However, it can be run in a mode that emulates the hardware calculations exactly by applying appropriate
quantization at various points so that the math is performed at the correct bit precision. The algorithm description in
this section will apply equally to both systems except where explicitly noted.
The SRTIE system is best characterized as a modular composite of several largely independent enhancement
algorithms. Their sequence and interaction is portrayed in Figure 1. The remainder of this section will describe
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Fig. 1 SRTIE Processing Algorithm
the average brightness gradient across the image and cancels an
adjustable fraction of it. This has the benefit of reducing the dynamic range consumed by large spatial scale changes
in brightness across the scene due to bright sky background or large scale shadows in the near foreground,
preserving it for more interesting fine scale image features.
The output of the contrast enhancement module is fed into the wavelet based sharpening operation that is roughly
equivalent to seperating the Fourier spatial-spectrum of the signal into four equal width frequency bands (low, medlow, med-high, and high), boosting or attenuating each independently, and recombining. Boosting the high
frequency bands sharpens the image. In the hardware system the boost/attenuation coeffients can be adjusted in real
time using sliders on the GUI control interface. The resulting sharpened and contrast enhanced image frame is
pushed on to a buffer which holds the last N frames (maximum of 12 in the prototype hardware implementation and
limited only by memory in the MatLab version). In addition the signal at this point is tapped off to provide one of
the output video channels (Figure 3).
Performed in parallel with the constrast and sharpening modules, a registration module determines the translation
and rotation values that best align the current frame to the previous frame using a Lucas-Kanade type method [1,2526]. This registration information is pushed onto a buffer with a depth of 50 frames. A stabilization module
determines an instantaneous translational offset to the current displayed output with the following goals:
¾ Suppress undesirable rapid frame-to-frame jitter motion
¾ Preserve consistent slower motion from deliberate camera panning
¾ Prevent large translational differences from building up between the displayed image and camera boresight
The details of the stabilization module are quite involved, so only the basic principles and features will be discussed.
Consider the sequence of the frame-to-frame translations output by an idealized perfect registration algorithm that
determines the alignment error between each pair of temporally adjacent video frames. The cumulative sum of this
sequence corresponds to the pointing motion time history. Shifting the displayed image by this cumulative sum
would perfectly counteract any motion and produce a perfectly stablized image. High pass filtering the registration
sequence will preserve the rapid jitter components but remove slower motion. Shifting the displayed output by the
cummulative sum of the high-pass filtered signal thus suppresses rapid jitter motion and oscillations but preserves
deliberate slow panning motion. The filter used in the SRTIE system was based on a proportional-integraldifferential (PID) approach which is convenient for real time implementation and can be tuned to adjust the
agressiveness with which jitter is suppressed while minimizing undesirable overshoot response associated with

oscillitory motion near the filter resonance or sudden changes in pan direction. An additional exponential decay
filter applied to the image display offset prevents buildup of large translational differences due to accumulation of
errors in the registration information and slight attenuation of the slow motion components due to imperfect passthrough by the high-pass-filter. A mode selection switch allowed subsets of the stabilization calculations to be
chosen:
NoStab - Stabilization module bypassed, no stabilization is performed.
Stare
- The registration sequence is not filtered, all motion including slow panning is suppressed.
Pan
- Operation is as described in preceding paragraph using filtering of the registration sequence to
suppress rapid jitter but preserve slow deliberate camera pan motion.
Auto
- This mode estimates and monitors the recent rate of camera pan motion and turns off the highpass filter if the rate is negligible or falls below the noise level in order to maximimize jitter
suppression. In this situation (corresponding to the Stare mode) the exponential decay filter
still prevents potential build up of large translational offsets between the raw and displayed
frame that can result from small pan motion below the detection threshold.
The superresolution module forms a new output frame by combining the last N constrast enhanced and sharpened
video frames. The method is less sophisticated than the iterative schemes that are prolifically discussed in the
literature [4-9,12-19] but works suprisingly well and is far less computationally demanding. The process is most
easily described as follows. Each image is interpolated to a S× finer grid, using the information in the registration
buffer to align each image to the newest frame. In the current hardware system upsampling is 3× in both horizontal
and vertical directions for non-interlaced video, and 4× in vertical and 2× in horizontal for interlaced video. At
each pixel location of the fine superresolution grid, the mean and standard deviation of the interpolated values
produced from the last N video frames are calculated, outliers discarded, and remainders averaged. Values
associated with bad-pixel locations in the original data are also discarded before averaging.
3.

Real Time Hardware System
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Fig. 2 SRTIE Processor
processing capabilities that allowed the
prototype system to be developed in only 9 months yet achieved a very small footprint. The FPGA furthermore
allows the compuations performed by many of the modules to be performed in a pipelined fashion such that the
pixel data streams through consecutive modules such that as soon as bad pixel correction is applied to the earlier
image lines and columns this data is passed immediately into the circuitry that applies NUC, meanwhile the badpixel correction circuitry starts operating on the new image pixel data streaming in. This pipelined application of the
algorithmic modules as the pixel data for an image frame streams through the processor continues with the contrast
enhancement, wavelet sharpening, and registration modules. This is great importance in achieving low-latency and
high frame rates.
The SRTIE system is diagramed in Fig. 3. The camera signal is fed into the SRTIE electronic board (here shown in
a large rack that contains other supporting diagnostics elements). The output consists of two channels. The first is a
video stream at the same frame size and field-of-view (FOV) as the raw input video but with bad-pixel replacement,
NUC, contrast enhancement, sharpening, and image stabilization applied. The second channel also has

superresolution applied, but only to a smaller region (currently a 64×64 pixels at the input resolution resulting in a
196×196 output after 3× superresolution). This “region-of-interest” (ROI) is steerable by a joystick, and is outlined
on the first full FOV channel. A Java GUI application running on a PC computer communicates to the SRTIE board
via an ethernet connection allowing adjustment of the settings for the contrast enhancement, sharpening, and
stabilization modules. The current prototype system produces output frames at 14 Hz (skipping input frames as
necessary if the input feed is faster than 14 Hz) and with a latency of less than 1/15 sec.
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Fig. 3 SRTIE Prototype System
4.

Application of SRTIE to Video Data

SRTIE has been applied to video data sets from over 15 different visible and IR camera systems and representing a
wide range of environmental conditions, target-platform geometries, and scene content. What has been remarkable
is that is has almost always provided a significant improvement to image quality! We attribute this to the fact that it
is a tightly coupled composite of several layers of enhancement each targeting a different image quality aspect. The
nature of the improvement varies considerable depending on the particular mix of degradations. In many situations
a true superresolution effect was observed in which the course pixelization of the original image was quite apparent
(e.g. aliasing of sharp edge features was readily apparent) and the output image was of visibly better resolution (Fig.
4-6a). In others the main benefit was blur compensation. And surprisingly, in many systems the largest benefit was
the suppression of various noise sources (Fig. 6b-8)! Last the image stabilization feature has worked very well and
been recognized as one of the major benefits of the system - unfortunately the benefit to visual quality is best
conveyed by viewing the live video, not in a static document format.
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Fig. 4. Application of SRTIE to video data captured with a home consumer grade video camera. The
middle panel shows the image resulting from 3x upsampled bilinear interpolation of the raw image,
which compared to the SRTIE processed output in the right-hand panel clearly shows SRTIE has
achieved a strong degree of superresolution.
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Fig. 5. Application of SRTIE to a live video feed from a visible band camera hosted on a Scan Eagle
unmanned air vehicle.
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Fig. 6. Application of SRTIE to video data captured with a 14 bit IR camera. The upper row (A)
shows processing of the original raw data, while the lower row (B) shows processing of the IR data
after MPEG compression. The upper row shows clear evidence of superresolution. SRTIE processing
of compressed data is not able to recover the original quality but does strongly suppress compression
artifacts.
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Fig. 7. Application of SRTIE to video data captured with an L3 sensor aboard a flying helicopter.
Resolution target boards have been placed in the scene. Several 3-bar targets and letters are much
more easily recognizable after SRTIE processing.
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Fig. 8 Application of SRTIE to nightime imagery collected using laser illumination suppresses
motion jitter and strong photon and laser speckle noise, significantly increasing ability to
recognize two human subjects.
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Fig. 9 Application of SRTIE to data collected with an IR camera signficantly improves image
resolution through superresolution and sharpening. Also despite the fact that the bad-pixel
correction and NUC features of SRTIE were not used here, the multi-frame averaging and outlier
rejection features provided strong compensation against these degradations.
5.

Summary

Digital superrresolution algorithms are well established and have been widely demonstrated with strong success as
non-real-time post processing techniques. This paper presents the implementation of a non-iterative variation in
real-time hardware. Furthermore the system incorporates several additional layers of enhancement including
automated contrast enhancement, sharpening, and stabilization. As illustrated by the many examples shown in
section 4, this composition of algorithms has proven to reliably provide strong visual quality improvement for a
wide variety of video image sources and environmental conditions. The current biggest limitation are the artifacts
that appear when SRTIE is applied to imagery with internally moving targets[3-4,20]. This is a result of its use of a
global motion model in the registration algorithm. Boeing and HRL are working in collaboration to develop updates
using more sophisticated motion estimation models and treatments to address this deficit.
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